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Introduction
Morningside students,
The Department of Theatre at Morningside College seeks to produce an annual
mainstage show proposed, directed, crewed, and designed by an artistic team made up entirely
of Morningside students. Students from all majors and minors are invited to submit proposals.
The purpose of the student-produced production is to encourage a passion of learning through
the hands-on experience of creating a public theatrical event. This opportunity allows students
to shape the theatre season to benefit their needs and to experience the enormous amount of
work and dedication that goes into mounting a full-scale production. This also offers students a
chance to produce new, experimental, or intense works that may not normally be considered for
the season. Students will be responsible for the success or failure of their production.
Students who are interested in proposing a mainstage production at Morningside
College will need to follow the instructions found in this manual. The Department of Theatre
encourages more than one group of students to submit a proposal. Please note that since the
Director/Production Manager is the leader of the production team and proposal, a student may
only be the Director/Production Manager on one proposal. Otherwise, a student may be listed
on multiple proposals for any other position(s) on the production team.
The faculty selection committee will hear student proposals in November/December of
the fall semester. The selection committee will then decide which proposal(s) Morningside
Theatre will produce for the following season. The committee will decide which student
proposal(s) to accept based on 1) the quality of presentation, 2) the professionalism of the
production team, 3) the educational benefits of the show for students and community, and 4)
how the production and its team will uphold the mission and vision statement of Morningside
College. Note that the Selection Committee will only choose a production if they feel that there
is a proposal which fulfills the above criteria. If no proposal satisfies the Selection Committee,
the committee will hold another round of proposals. If there are still no proposals that fulfill the
needs of the College, there will be no student-produced show the following year.
If you have questions about the Student-Produced Proposal process, contact Professor
Taylor Clemens. Office: CC 204. Email: clemenst@morningside.edu. Office #: 712-274-5186.
The Department of Theatre looks forward to hearing your proposals.
Best,
Department of Theatre
Morningside College
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Selecting a Show
Many elements must be considered when selecting a script. The Department of Theatre
is open to producing all genres of shows, as long as the script fulfills the mission and vision
statement of the College. The Department of Theatre also maintains a library of scripts for
students to browse. Please see Professor Taylor Clemens to gain access to the theatre library.
Here are the main things to consider when selecting a show:
●

Cast size – Morningside would like as many people as possible to be involved in theatre
productions. However, find a balance. Don’t choose a show that has a single cast
member, but also don’t choose a show that has a cast of 45. A good compromise is 4-8
characters. The faculty selection committee will examine the cast size closely. Of
course, if you find a show with more than 8 or less than 4 characters that you strongly
feel would benefit Morningside, students, and the community, and is plausible with oncampus talent, you may still propose the show. Nevertheless, the bigger the cast, the
more potential issues.

●

Cost of rights and royalties – Before you go through the work of creating a proposal,
make sure that rights to the script are available. Most rights for productions currently on
Broadway are unavailable. A good source for finding the right-holder of a script is
www.findaplay.com. The school must pay for every performance of a show, and the cost
per performance varies greatly. Musicals are usually much more expensive than straight
plays. In the budget portion of your presentation, include the costs of rights and royalties
as well as the cost of buying or renting scripts.

●

Audience base – Consider the types of audiences that attend Morningside productions.
Find a show that will either draw in the current audience pool or attract a new kind of
audience. Ideally, you can find shows that do both.

●

Set size and space needs – The student-produced is scheduled to take place in
Klinger-Neal Theatre. Think about the limitations of the space when reading your play. If
you choose a show that has multiple locations and is highly realistic, the cost of building
the set will take up most of the budget. Consider looking for shows that have a singular
location or shows that can be done in a minimalist/imaginative way.
Even though the show is scheduled to take place in Klinger-Neal Theatre, it can potential
perform elsewhere on campus. This could be a found space, Yockey Room, Eppley
Auditorium, etc. Note that this creates scheduling issues for these locations. If you
propose a show that takes place outside Klinger, have a plan and information ready for
the location’s availability.

●

Special Effects/Fight Choreography – The cost of special effects adds up quickly. If
you propose a show with special effects, consider how to minimize their expenses.
Some special effects can be dangerous and may not be permitted due to fire or state
regulation. If the show has a need for fight choreography, think deeply about how you
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will handle it. Will you cut it? Are you going to hire a trained fight choreographer?
Present your ideas on these elements to the committee in your proposal.
●

Costume needs – Morningside has a large selection of costumes on hand. However,
costuming can still become expensive quickly. Shows with period costumes will have a
significant cost. Shows set in modern times will have a lower cost. Also, note whether
the characters have to change costumes. If you have a show with 4 characters but 3
costume changes each, you need 12 different costumes total.

●

New works vs. old names – We are open to producing new plays that may have been
written by a student, faculty, or community member. New works are great because they
provide the unique experience of working with the playwright. However, due to lack of
name recognition, there is a good chance that fewer people will attend the
performances. Choosing a show that is popular or has a widely-recognized playwright
will draw a larger number of audience members. College theatre is educational, but it is
also a business. It is important to try to find shows that will make money to offset
production costs.

●

Educational value for students – Morningside is an educational institute; therefore, the
main goal of the theatre department is to produce shows that will help educate students
in some way. This could mean a show that creates challenging roles for the actors. It
could be a show that tackles tough political or societal issues. The main thing is that the
show will help educate and expand the viewpoints of the students on campus.

●

Educational value for community members – Since theatre events are open to the
Siouxland community, it is important to find shows that will help expand and educate
audience members’ viewpoints. This could mean addressing social norms, political
issues, censorship, etc.

●

How does the show fit in with past seasons? – Think about shows that Morningside
Theatre has done in the past. Find shows that provide different opportunities for students
and audience members alike.

●

How will this show influence future seasons? – Think about how this show will affect
future audience members, the Theatre Department, Morningside College, etc.
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Production Team
The director should select production team members who have responsibility and work
ethic. Penalties can ensue if a production team member does not fulfill their obligations, so
choose carefully. When deciding candidates, consider:
1) The potential team member’s reliability. Do they have a reputation for being
flaky, or are they known to be a hard worker and a team player?
2) The potential team member’s availability. All production team members must be
available to meet once per week for production team meetings for the semester
of the show itself and once every two weeks for the semester preceding it.
3) The potential team member’s prior experience. If, for example, a show’s
costumes are extremely easy, this might be a good opportunity for an
inexperienced but eager costume designer to do the job, but if the show is
intricate, a more experienced costume designer would be better.
Here is a list of roles and their responsibilities:

Director/Production Manager
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Sets the tone for a production. Selects a script and provides a vision for it with a concept
presentation. See appendix.
Completes a script analysis that represents their interpretation of the show. Elements
include: character and plot analyses, themes, setting, structure, etc.
Holds auditions and casts the show.
Creates a rehearsal schedule (alongside Stage Manager.)
Directs rehearsals.
Makes strong decisions. While designers and actors should be free to pursue their own
visions, if they ask the director to choose between two options, or if the director sees
something they don’t agree with, the director should be able to make a confident
decision rather than saying things like “I don’t care” or “it doesn’t matter to me.”
Attends all production meetings.
Communicates with the KCACTF respondent to set up the dinner and response.
Writes a journal reporting on what they did daily, problems, solutions, frustrations,
excitements, etc., so future directors can get some guidance. This journal does not have
to be especially long or formal, but it will be helpful for the student directors that come
after you.

Stage Manager/Assistant Director
●
●

Runs production meetings. Writes reports at the end of each meeting and shares it with
the team members. See Production Meetings.
Attends all rehearsals. Writes reports at the end of each meeting and shares it with all
cast and production team members.
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○

Example:

Date: Friday November 3rd

Start Time: 6:06
End Time: 8:40

Stage Manager: Annalee Dorsey
Director: Taylor Clemens

Absent: none

Scheduled to rehearse: Run Show

Excused: none

Next rehearsal: Run Show
Rehearsal notes:
-We have some actors that have great
energy, and we need some to match that
energy
-Everyone needs to cheat out, remember
the kids on the sides
-Everyone also really needs to project,
especially when you’re on the platforms
-Also watch the audience, be aware of
them and that will keep them engaged

Technical notes:
Set:

Lights:

Costume: Everyone sign up for a fitting

Props:

Sound:

Script/score:

●

●
●
●

●
●

Assists the director in rehearsal. Example: reads sound cues that may not be
programmed yet, feeds actors lines if lines are forgotten, time how long the show is
taking, prop tracking (keeping a list of what props come on from what entrances), etc.
Records all blocking in their copy of the script.
Keeps track of all excused and unexcused absences for cast and production members.
Is the point of communication for cast and team members. If a rehearsal time changes,
the stage manager is the one to send the email; if someone is going to be late, they
must contact the stage manager; etc.
Keeps track of all receipts and expenditures to ensure that the show does not go over
budget.
Selects crew members to work backstage during tech week and performances.
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●

●

Runs the show during tech week. Works scene changes with stage hands, ensures that
backstage is organized for props and set pieces, calls places and times (i.e. “ten minutes
to places!”), keeps an eye that all cast and crew members are present and ready.
Calls light cues, sound cues, fly cues, and call times during performances. Go-to person
for any emergencies. By this time, it is the stage manager’s show. They attempt to keep
the show as close to how it was where the director left it.

Costume Designer
●
●
●
●
●
●

Presents their vision for the show to the director for feedback. See appendix.
Completes costume renderings. If the costume designer is not an artist, they might make
a collage or pull images of clothing articles from websites. See appendix.
Attends all production meetings.
Schedules costume fittings for all cast members.
Pulls costumes from the basement, creates costumes from scratch, or purchases/rents
costumes.
Stays backstage during shows to assist with costume changes/emergencies, OR
coordinates with stage manager to appoint an assistant to do so.

Scenic Designer/Charge Artist
●
●
●
●
●

Presents their vision for the show to the director for feedback. See appendix.
Completes scenic renderings. See appendix.
Attends all production meetings.
Assists in building and painting the set. Organizes volunteers to help.
Pulls furniture from the basement, creates set pieces from scratch, or purchases/rents
them.

Lighting Designer
●
●
●
●

Presents their vision for the show to the director for feedback. See appendix.
Attends all production meetings.
Schedules dark time in the theatre to program light cues in the booth and hang/refocus
lights (if necessary.)
Writes an organized list of all light cues and when they appear in the script for the stage
manager’s use.
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Props Designer
●
●
●
●
●

Discusses their vision for any special effects or specialty props to the director for
feedback, if necessary.
Attends all production meetings.
Reads the script makes a list of all necessary props.
Pulls rehearsal props for use during rehearsals before the final props are ready.
Pulls props from the basement, creates them from scratch, or purchases/rents them.

Sound Designer
●
●
●
●
●
●

Discusses their vision for the show to the director for feedback.
Attends all production meetings.
Reads the script and makes a list of all necessary sound cues.
Programs sound cues into the booth and writes a list of cues for the stage manager’s
use.
Creates a song playlist for pre-show, intermission, bows, and post-show.
If necessary, selects physical CDs/records/etc. for actors to use onstage.

Public Relations
●
●
●
●
●

Attends production meetings.
Communicates show times to The Sioux City Journal; writes a short press release.
Creates posters for use in print and online.
Creates a program for the show.
Estimates price for all required printing.

Media Designer (optional depending on script)
●
●
●
●

Presents their vision for the show to the director for feedback. See appendix.
Attends all production meetings.
Designs projections and video that will be utilized in the show.
Writes an organized list of all projection/video cues and when they appear in the script
for the stage manager’s use.

Student Playwright (optional)
●

Completes a finalized version of the script before the proposal occurs. If, during
rehearsals, the playwright asks to change a line or wording, that is acceptable, but no
major changes (i.e. additions or subtractions of acts or scenes) may occur.
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●

Is present at rehearsals to collaborate with director on concept and vision. The amount
of time the playwright must be present is negotiable with their director.

Production Manager/Faculty Advisor/Technical Director
●
●

●

Production Manager: Oversees distribution of funds and scope of the project. Has
ultimate say over artistic direction of the show.
Faculty Advisor: Serves as a go-to to any of the production team’s needs or concerns. Is
a sounding board for ideas. Will be present at some sum of rehearsals, and reserves the
right to appear at rehearsals without prior notice.
Technical Director: Supervises the safety of the theatre, the production, and the
performers. Oversees construction of the set. Ensures that all federal and state laws are
being followed. Is present during tech week. Communicates with the set designer to
create drafting/ground plans.
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Production Team Contract
All production team members must sign a contract which communicates their dedication
to the department and outlines penalties for if the team falls through on their duties. This can be
amended to the team’s satisfaction. Example:

SHOW NAME
MORNINGSIDE COLLEGE
THEATRE DEPARTMENT CONTRACT
We, the undersigned production team members of Show Name, dedicate ourselves to its
production and performance as our Fall/Spring/Summer 20XX student-produced play. By signing this
contract, under the supervision of Faculty Adviser Person, we hereby pledge to complete this project and
commit to the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Producing a production of Show Name on campus in the Fall/Spring/Summer of 20XX.
Running all auditions, rehearsals, and performances.
Crewing the performances with Morningside students, including backstage management,
lighting, set design, costumes, makeup, house, and others.
Taking responsibility for ourselves and our actions.
Dedicating our talents, passion, and time to the success of this production, for the
betterment of the theatre department and the student learning environment.
Comporting ourselves in a way that reflects positively upon the theatre department as
well as Morningside College as a whole, upholding its mission statement: “to cultivate a
passion for lifelong learning and a dedication to ethical leadership and civic
responsibility.”

As a gesture of goodwill and as a promise to adhere to these policies, the undersigned
unanimously agree that if any member should quit their duties for the production, that member shall be
prohibited from taking part in all on-campus theatre productions for the semester of
Fall/Spring/Summer/other 20XX, including Betty Ling Tsang productions.
We are eager to work, excited to perform, and enthusiastic to partner with the department.
Signed,
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Production Meetings
Production meetings are held biweekly for the semester preceding the show, during
which designs will be presented and details of the set, costumes, etc. will be agreed upon.
Meetings are also held once per week for the semester during the show, when the plans will
actually be implemented. It is the stage manager’s responsibility to schedule these meetings. All
team members must be present.
At meetings, the stage manager first reports on how rehearsals are going and discusses
the production report from the previous meeting. Then, starting with the director, the stage
manager asks each production team member how their duties are progressing, and if there is
anything that the group needs to make note of. For example, the director may have decided
they need an extra chair onstage, so the set designer needs to take note of that; or, the lighting
designer may say they noticed that one of the lights burned out, so they inform the team that
they plan to change the bulb on Friday.
Lastly, the stage manager records everything and promptly emails a report to the team.

Date: October 6th, 2017
Professor/Overseer: Taylor Clemens
Director: Brock Bourek
Stage Manager: Annalee Dorsey
Props Master/PR: Joey Volquartsen
Lighting/Sound: Amy Carothers

Absent: Morgan Polenske (Scenic
Designer), Destiny Clark (Costumes)
Excused: Destiny Clark

Next Meeting:
- KCACTF respondent dinner at 5:30
Set:
- Tomorrow Morgan is finishing the set,
getting another can of paint
- Continue grey underneath the stairs
- All soft goods are in place, just need to
put up one more masking wall
- New rug? If possible

Costume:
- All costumes besides Jon’s are finished

Lights:
- Ready to go

Props:
- Should have every prop beside the
breakaway bottle ready on Sunday for Tech

Sound:
- All cues for sound are good to go

Publicity:
- Sending programs in on Monday
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Budget
A completed draft of a budget must be included in a show proposal. Even if you think
you will spend no money in a certain area, you should allocate a minimum of $50 for
emergencies.
●

Script/Royalties – A script will need to be purchased for each cast member, as well as
the director, stage manager, and technical director. If, say, the price of the script is $9.95
each, this will cost $129.35 total. If the royalties are $75 and you plan to have four
performances, the royalties would cost $300.

●

Costumes and Makeup/Props – These areas may be played by ear. If every costume
and prop can be pulled from the basement, then $50 each might suffice. If many props
and costumes need to be bought or made, research must be done on price points.

●

Set – This is often the most expensive part of a budget. Research the prices of paint,
furniture, lumber, and any special needs. Many flats, stairs, and lumber are already
available in the shop, so take note of what the department already owns.

●

Public Relations – Printing posters and programs costs money. $200 is a good starting
place. If there are any other PR ideas, such as newspaper ads, billboards, radio, etc.,
those should be included.

●

Lights/Sound – Generally, lights don’t cost much because Morningside already owns
lights, and there are a great deal of free sound cues available online. However, special
needs such as special effects, new gobos, new gels, etc., may raise this cost.

●

Extra Needs – $100 minimum should be attributed to extra needs. You never know what
may break. If the show has some particularly troublesome special effects, you may want
to attribute more than $100.

●

KCACTF – The Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival is an opportunity to
receive feedback on productions. Traditionally, the Morningside Theatre Department
pays the fees to partially submit a show. Partially submitted shows receive a respondent
who provides feedback to the performers and designers. Actors may also be nominated
to compete for an Irene Ryan’s scholarship. On the other hand, fully submitted shows
compete against other productions to be invited to perform at the festival. Full
submission is more expensive, so if the student-produced show wants to be fully
submitted instead of partially submitted, the budget should research the difference in
price and explain how it will be covered.
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Example Budget:
Details

Lights

$50

Sound

$50

Costumes

The whole show is T-shirts and jeans, which can be easily
pulled from the basement, but we need one historically
accurate 1950s outfit which will be bought online.

$200

Props

All props can be pulled from the basement.

$50

Set

Two-story set

$350

Public Relations

$200

Extra Needs

$200

Scripts/Royalties

$9.95 per script (13)
$75 per performance (4)

$429.35

TOTAL BUDGET

Rounded up

$1530
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Production Schedule
Producing a show is an enormous time commitment, and even more so for production
team members than actors.
●

Auditions - Actors are usually either asked to prepare a monologue(s) beforehand, OR
cold read, which is having actors read directly from the script, no preparation necessary.
Cold reads encourage inexperienced, non-performers to try their hand, allowing new
talent to be discovered, whereas requiring preparation often weeds out incapable or
undedicated auditioners. Choose the right type of audition for your show.

●

Callbacks - Optionally, you may ask auditioners to return later in the week to read more
or perform scenes with other actors to determine on-stage chemistry.

●

Casting - Attempt to have the cast list up as soon as possible after the last
audition/callback has concluded. Per Morningside tradition, the cast list will be posted
inside Klinger-Neal Theatre. Students must initial next to their name to accept their role.
When casting, consider the actors’ schedules, prior commitments, and reputation. If
there are difficult topics in the show, such as sexual assault, it is appropriate add a
disclaimer to the audition notice such as “Would you be willing to play a character who is
sexually assaulted onstage?” This allows actors to judge their own comfort and
capability for the role in question. Their answers to these disclaimers should be taken
into consideration when casting.

●

Rehearsal times - The maximum amount of time rehearsals may last is five weeks
before tech (for a total of six weeks.) Keep in mind that five weeks would be a very, very
long rehearsal process. For a full length production, the rehearsal period should
probably not be shorter than three weeks before tech. Per Morningside standards,
rehearsals must end before 11:00 PM. If the cast stops rehearsing at 10:59 PM,the
stage manager is obligated to call the rehearsal to a close even if the director still has
notes to give. Access to Klinger-Neal Theatre must be negotiated around the theatre’s
other obligations, including classes, special events, other productions, etc..

●

Show dates - Typically, Morningside shows have four performances, either Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday evenings plus a Sunday matinee, OR Friday evening, two shows
on Saturday, and Sunday matinee. This is flexible.
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Presentation to Faculty Submission Committee
It is preferred that all production team members participate in the presentation, with each
team member having an opportunity to speak. A complete presentation will:
1) Introduce each student.
2) Read the contract.
3) Include an abbreviated director’s concept in which the director summarizes the
show’s plot, setting, characters, and major dramatic question. In other words, sell
the script to the faculty—make them excited to see it!
4) Suggest performance and rehearsal dates. Research the theatre’s schedule so
that there are no obvious conflicts. It is best to have a backup choice.
5) Explain the budget.
6) Go over how Alpha Psi Omega will be involved, if it is involved at all.

Example:
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Alpha Psi Omega Involvement
APO’s involvement with the student-produced play is highly negotiable. The director of
the show and the President of APO should communicate regarding exactly how much
responsibility APO will have. Historically, they have supplied and crewed the snack bar,
designed the lobby bulletin board, and fundraised for the budget. Ideally, APO should be
involved in some capacity.
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APPENDIX
Script Analysis
Script analysis is the major tool directors use in the theatre to turn a written script into a
three-dimensional production. A thorough script analysis distills the essence of the play through
exploring different categories, such as given circumstances, background story, character,
external action, etc., in an attempt to understand the text as comprehensively as possible.
Although research often is involved, the central focus is on the script.

Blank Script Analysis
TEXT ANALYSIS
(adapted & compiled from D. Ball, Wm. Ball, D. Grote, F. Hodge, R. Moyer, J. Thomas, E. Hagen)

I.

Given Circumstances
A. Environmental Facts: Summarize and cite specific references from the text.
1. Geographical location
a. Place, including climate
b. Psychological significance of the place
2. Date / Time
a. Chronological: time of day / season / year
b. Psychological significance of this moment in time
3. Economic environment: state of wealth or poverty
4. Social environment: institutions and mores that restrict behavior
5. Political environment: form of government and/or presence of political issues
6. Religious environment: institutions and dogma that have an impact on
behavior
B. Previous Action: list key events
C. Polar Attitudes: beginning and ending attitudes of major characters

II.

Dialogue
A. Identify patterns and repetitions in the use of words, phrases, images; look for symbolism
(e.g. w/color, nature, astrological, etc.).
B. Note peculiar characteristics, e.g. dialect, and identify how language is used differently
for each major character.
C. Note the structure of the lines / speeches. Does the author use interior monologue, stream
of consciousness, short or long sentences, inverted word order? Why or to what effect?

III.

Dramatic Structure
A. Opening stasis: nature of the world of the play prior to the inciting incident
B. Inciting incident/action: the single event that sparks the main action of the play (an onstage incident, idea or plan that gets us headed toward the climax)
C. Crisis (reversal/peripeteia): turning point, a change in the protagonist’s / antagonist’s
fortune; cite the specific line/moment; (there is typically a series of crises with the last
being the most intense and preceding the climax)
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D. Climax: the moment that concludes the dramatic action (point of greatest intensity)
E. Closing stasis (resolution/denouement): nature of the world of the play after the climax

IV.

Characters
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

V.

Are the characters conventional, unconventional, fantastic, or allegorical? Why?
Is there a hero/heroine or fool? If so, who? What makes him/her one?
Who is the protagonist and antagonist? Why?
Whose play is it? Why?
Identify the following for each character:
1. Desire (goal):
2. Will (strength of purpose/how far they will go to win):
3. Moral stance (sense of ethics and morals):
4. Decorum (discriminating features and/or behavior):

Idea
A. Explain the meaning/relevance of the title
B. Philosophical statements in the play (playwright on her bully pulpit):
C. MDQ: Major Dramatic Question the play seeks to address

STYLE ANALYSIS
Questions to Pinpoint Individualities in Dramatic Texts
(adapted from Francis Hodge, Wm. Ball, Robert Barton, et. al.)

I.

Identify what is unique about this play, answering the following questions:
A. Is the play presentational or representational in its relationship to the audience? Why and
to what effect?
B. Are the unities of time, place, and action observed? What impression does this create?
C. What is the play’s genre (comedy, tragedy, tragi-comedy, farce, melodrama)? What
makes the play this type of action?
D. What is the play’s style (classical, romantic, realistic, naturalistic, symbolic,
impressionistic, lyrical realism, fantasy, absurdist, etc.)?
E. What relationship will there be between the conventions of the historical period from
which the play comes and this particular production?
F. Describe your sensory response to the play. Think in terms of any combination of the
following: sound, texture, time (tempo-rhythm), shape/line, space
(compressed/expansive), movement patterns, etc.
G. Using adjectives, characterize the overall tempo/rhythm and mood of the play.
H. Is this a mood, theme, character, scenic, or language dominated play? Why?
I. What image or metaphor best expresses your experience with and/or production approach
to the play?
J. What is the play’s main idea/“general beauty”? What is it about the play that awakens
your enthusiasm and warrants attention from an audience?

II.

Style Checklist
Address each of the questions from Barton’s style checklist in regards to the world of
your play. This checklist is provided as a separate worksheet.
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Barton’s Style Checklist:
I.

Time:
a. How rapidly does it move of most people?
b. How conscious are they of time passing?
c. How do they record or note time?
d. What is the dominant Tempo/rhythm?
e. Do people focus mainly on the moment, on whole lifetimes, the future, the past?
f. In what point in history is the play set, written, performed? How do these interact?
g. How far does the audience or play move out of its own time?

II.

Space:
a. How is it defined and viewed? Is literal, spiritual, philosophical, or abstract?
b. How large a bubble do people carry around?
c. How do personal spaces alter? How flexible?
d. To what degree is privacy respected?
e. What are attitudes towards invasion and force? How is space violated?
f. How do these beliefs translate into audience proximity, and movement patterns?

III.

Place:
a. Is the setting rural, metro, coastal, inland, protected, exposed, confined, open?
b. Age? Is it new or old?
c. What influence does terrain, flora, fauna, weather have?
d. Does the place have a specific or generic character?
e. How aware are people of other places? How provincial is their perspective?
f. Are they citizens only of this spot, or the world?
g. What is the relationship to nature? To what extent is the environment altered or accepted?

IV.

Values:
a. What are beliefs most widely shared?
b. What are the traditions and how large is the commitment to them?
c. How is friendship, family, trust and community defined and how are these bonds broken?
d. What is the predominant mood?
e. Who are role models, heroes, idols?
f. What are shared fantasies and ideal futures?
g. How do they define sin, consequences, forgiveness, ethics, justice?
h. What gets attention? What holds it?
i. What is the place of God and the church in life? Are these two ever confused?
j. What kind of humor dominates? What role has laughter in society?
k. How is fear defined? What are its sources and how do people cope with it?
l. How and to what degree is emotion expressed? How suppressed?

V.

Structure:
a. Who leads and who follows?
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

How easy is it to bring about change or justice?
How absolute is authority? What is the voice of the individual?
What is the government system?
How is daily life ordered?
How is family defined? How are etiquette and rules set?
How much emphasis is on education?
How are groups created and identified? Which are most powerful?
What professions dominate and how is work viewed?
How is information gathered and spread?

VI.

Beauty:
a. What is the look, most aspired to, in this group?
b. Who are the contemporary ideals of perfection?
c. What part does fitness play in physical attractiveness?
d. What is the relationship between beauty, health, and comfort?
e. Which colors, textures, silhouettes are favored?
f. How important is fashion? How fast does it change?
g. To what degree is nature altered in order to create a thing of beauty?
h. How is taste defined?
i. What are favored modes of artistic expression?

VII.

Sex:
a. How significant to the collective consciousness is sex?
b. What are considered turn-ons and turn-offs?
c. Which areas of anatomy are revealed, concealed, emphasized?
d. What are sexual stereotypes?
e. How is sexuality communicated?
f. How is seduction defined?
g. Is the emphasis on the act or the chase? On pleasure or procreation?
h. What is the standard courtship ritual?
i. How much tolerance for deviation?
j. What are the accepted attitudes towards infidelity, towards promiscuity?
k. What degree of suppression or expression of sexuality occurs?

VIII.

Recreation:
a. What is most people’s idea of fun?
b. What would be an ideal social occasion? An enjoyable day?
c. What is the participation level? Are they doers or watchers?
d. Intellectual life? Thinkers or mindless hedonist?
e. What are common shared hobbies and pastimes?
f. What are differences between sexes?
g. Consumption? Favored and coveted meals, drink, drugs?
h. What is the relative importance of recreation in life? The standard view of indulgence?
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i.

How do all of the above manifest in the way the world looks in shapes, angles, light, shadow,
patterns of movement?

IX.

Sight:
a. In clothing, furnishings, props, hairdos, and jewelry?
b. What is the pattern of movement and contact and its significance?

X.

Sound:
a. How does it come out in speech and nonverbal communication?
b. To what degree are listening and speaking prized?
c. What vocal quality is most desired, rewarded, emulated and for what reasons?
d. Is there standardized pronunciation or great variance? Which part of pitch register is
employed?
e. Is the word choice vague or direct?
f. What is the role of music and dance in life?

Guideline for the Director’s Work Script
A. Preparatory and Organizational Materials
1. A company list which includes contact information on the artistic staff, cast and crew,
as well as phone numbers for the shops and police, fire and medical emergencies;
2. A rehearsal schedule which indicates rehearsal objectives and key production dates
(e.g., techs, dresses, costume parade, performances, photo call, etc.);
3. An analysis of the text, including its style of presentation;
4. Research (optional for Thea 351, Beginning Directing) relating to:
a. The author;
b. Critical evaluation of the script;
c. Previous productions of the play;
d. The social/economic/political/religious conditions of the era in which
the action is set;

B. Script Preparation
1. Segment the script, identifying the units of action (act, scene, French scene, units).
a. Units are typically unified by subject matter or character objective. New units
may be introduced by things like the entrance/exit of a character or by a
change in focus/topic within a scene.
b. Units should be numbered or labeled by a logical system, e.g., 1.1a =
act one, scene one, unit a; or for shorter plays 1A might represent French
scene #1, unit A.
2. Interpret the action (include “a., e., f.” AND one of b, c, d):
a. Title each unit with a visual metaphor for the action; e.g., the hunt, challenge,
chase, arrival, seduction, confession, betrayal, etc.;
b. Identify the action of each line of dialogue with an active verb, e.g., intimidate,
humiliate, seduce, evade, control, OR
c. Summarize the reciprocating action of each unit with a verb statement;
e.g., A stalks B, B evades A, OR
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d. Describe the action in vivid, active narrative form;
e. Identify the changes in tempo and mood for scenes and major units of action.
Use adjectives, e.g.: Tempo: slow/plodding; Mood: somber
f. Include notes on the choreography of action. Even though this may be in
flux, seek to identify blocking for key entrances/exits/moments.

C. Technical Support Materials
1. Floor plan in 1/4” scale;
2. Prop list (number consecutively; include description and character);
3. Sketches and/or descriptive commentary to clarify your approach to each of the
following aspects of production. What effect/mood are you going for?
a. Costumes and makeup
b. Lighting
c. Sound effects and/or music

Sample of Completed Script Analysis
The Pillowman Text Analysis
I.
Given Circumstances
a. Environmental Facts: Summarize and cite specific references from the text.
i. Geographical location
1. Place, including climate
● The physical location in which the police station is located is never mentioned. Some of the
words and language that they use could indicate a region in England. They say words like
“bloody” and “mate,” which are often associated with British English. There are no indicators of
the weather, since they are inside the whole time. However, the girl that has been missing for
three days has been living in a “Wendy house”, or a child’s playhouse. This indicates to me that
the play takes place during the warmer months of the year, otherwise the child would probably
not be able to survive in a playhouse for three days and nights. It is more than likely sometime
during the summer that this play takes place. We do learn Michal and Katurian’s address, which
is “Kamenice 4443” (8). Kamenice is a common name for villages throughout Eastern Europe,
particularly in the Czech Republic. None of these elements give a clear indication of where
exactly the play takes play. All of these things leave a wide possibility as to where this is taking
place, though as the names are Slavic and the address implies Eastern Europe, we can perhaps
surmise that the British English language is simply due to the fact that the playwright is Irish, and
it does in fact probably take place somewhere in Eastern Europe, though this seems to be open to
interpretation.
●

2. Psychological significance of the place
I feel that the playwright left this place ambiguous on purpose. It is left open to engage a wider
audience. Since the year that the play take place it is also ambiguous, it makes the audience
wonder whether this totalitarian government is perhaps in their own future. This ambiguousness
of location invites the audience into the play, and allows them to imagine that this is where they
could be living. This can also add an element of fear for the audience. It will have a psychological
effect on the audience in that they do not know where they are supposed to be. This establishes an
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element of tension between the action on stage and the audience. It will subconsciously make the
audience uncomfortable, which will help slowly ease them into the rest of the play.

●

b. Date / Time
i. Chronological: time of day / season / year
At the end of Act 1 Scene 1, Tupolski says, “Well here’s where we stand as of five-fifteen P.M.,
Monday the fourth”. This gives us the exact time and day of the week but not much else. It is
never specified what month or year this is all happening in. Michal does indicate that they are a
long way from Christmas. Remembering that the little girl survives in a Wendy house for 3 days,
I would image that this play is happening in the summer months. Throughout the rest of the play,
they do not give us such specific times. In Act 2 Scene 1, Katurian mentions that they are going
to execute him and Michal in one hour. After this, the countdown to Katurian’s execution seems
to reset for another hour in Act 3. Tupolski says that he is going to shoot Katurian in the head in
one hour. This indicates that play most likely lasts until at least until 7:15P.M. We do not,
however, get any indicators of how much time has actually passed between each of these scenes.
This means that we cannot tell exactly how much time it takes for the events of this play to
happen. From the quickness from scene to scene, and the countdown of time toward the
execution, I would say that this play takes place in less than a twelve-hour period. The action of
the play is swift. The police want justice, and they want it now.
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Concept Presentations
A concept presentation is a collection of research images, collages, sketches, problems,
possible solutions, and other brainstorming elements which sum up the idea or “feel” of the
designer/director’s vision. The director’s concept presentation occurs first, and the designers
proceed to construct their concept presentations with the director’s vision in mind. Once the
designers have presented their concepts, the director will provide feedback, and the designers
then create renderings of the specific set, costumes, makeup, etc. designs for the director’s
perusal. More discussion and fine tuning occur until a final draft is agreed upon.
Example of concept presentation:
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Renderings
Example costume renderings
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Example set renderings

